


Next Month: Bart Fried, Founder and Past President of
the Antique Telescope Society, with a presentation

titled: 'Who Put That Hole in The Telescope?'



https://sudburyastronomyclub.com/contact-us/




The Wizard Nebula



As I told you in last month' s Astro

North, the first building to catch our eye

at Stellafane was the Porter Turret

Telescope. I' d seen pictures of the

clubhouse and telescope but something

intagible was missing. I was missing that

feeling that Steve and Greg had. They both

were excited and in awe of this place. Why??? It consisted of a fancy

telescope and an old old clubhouse. What was so special about this

place?

Greg and I left Gerry and Steve to set up the Phoenix while we went

back to the campgrounds to set up housekeeping. Natalie, Steve' s

daughter, had set herself up with her friends she had met on her

prevous trips to Stellafane. After setting up the tents in 90°F

temperate at 110% humidity, Greg & I found ourselves slightly thirsty.

Finding some cold beverages in Steve' s cooler, we sat down and gazed

around the campsite. It was fillinng up rapidly. We could see some

scopes being set up, both homemade and commercial types.

I was thinking at this time that there was going to be a good variety

of scopes to look through this evening. If only this hazy weather

would break! It didn' t look good.

After a quick run to the town for some groceries, ice, and a stop at

the local McDonald' s ( they are everywhere) , we headed back up the hill

to the clubhouse with some sustanance for Steve, Gerry, and Natalie.

Breaking through the trees near the competition field I was stunned by

the number of telescopes that had been set up already and more were

being hauled out of car trunks, back seats and half tons.

We gave the guys their cheeseburgers and drinks, which they accepted

gracefully, then pointed out the concession tent directly behind the

clubhouse. ( The concession made better burgers and cheaper too! ) .

During this discussion of food I noticed a group of people had

gathered around two men arguing near the Phoenix. I wandered over to



listen to an inpromptu debate on optics. The older of the two men was

a crusty, grey haired gentleman with a curved pipe clenched between

his teeth as he spoke. The younger of the two spoke with a distinct

New York accent. I got there j ust as the older fellow conceded that

the younger man probably knew more about eyepieces than he did. The

principals of this debate were Walter Scott Houston and Al Nagler,

the owner of Tele- Vue optics company.

When I found out who these two guys were I started looking for Greg

and Gerry to tell them that I met Al Nagler and that he was willing

to test the 9mm lens Greg and I bought from him. I found Greg talking

to a young couple about a small telescope, I found out shortly was a

comet catcher, built by the young lady. The man was introduced as

Rolf Mier and his fiancee, Wendy. Rolf' s name rang a bell somewhere

in the back of my fuzzy brain. His nametag indicated he was a member

of the Ottawa RASC Centre. I asked him pointblank if he was the guy

who had discovered not one, but three comets with a 16" telescope. He

said he was. Greg asked " How did you know who he was?" I answered

" You told me" . Greg hadn' t realized who he was talking to.

In less than five minutes I had met and talked with some pretty heavy

heavyweights in the world of amateur astronomy. If the rest of the

weekend was going to be like this! ! !

The weather at this point was starting to get worse. In fact, it

started to rain and a slight disappointment was starting to set in

because I was afraid we wouldn' t be able to do any observing. The

rain, however, didn' t last very long so Greg, Gerry and I decided to

go for a walk through the campsite. I would like to describe every

telescope I seen in that walk but I wouldn' t finish this for two

years. Suffice it to say that almost every conceivable amateur and

commercial telescope was there.

As the evening came we realized that there would be no observing that

night because of the weather, but various people would be giving

talks in a tent behind the clubhouse. One of the speakers was Steve,

telling everyone how he developed his double Hammond cam siderial

drive for the Phoenix. He asked the three of us to go up to the front

to assit him and in doing so introduced the Sudbury Astronomy Club to

Stellafane. While up at the front I was nervous at first but then a

small feeling of pride began to creep in. Here we were with our club

hats boldly telling these people from all over the U. S and Canada

" There is an astronomy club in Sudbury, Ont. "

After Steve' s talk we walked to the back of the crowd to sit down and

listen to the rest of the speakers. We noticed all of a sudden that



Gerry was missing. Later on he told us of a fantastic view of Jupiter

he got through a 6" folded refractor. There was only one hole in the

clouds that night and Gerry managed to see something.

Around midnight we turned in hoping for better weather the next

night. I lay down thinking I still really didn' t know what was so

special about Stellafane. Then it dawned on me - people - is that

what makes Stellafane special? Did people from all over the U. S and

Canada come to a sleepy little town in Vermont j ust for the sake of

saying that I was at Stellafane? No, I didn' t think so. There' s more

to Stellafane than meets the eye. In spite of no observing everybody

was still enj oying themselves except me. Parties were still going on

all over the campsite. Being a first timer and having never heard of

Stellafane until 2 years ago this seemed to be j ust another star

party but it wasn' t. I' d been at Stellafane for 12 hours and I was

still tired from the long drive. With that logic in mind I fell

asleep thinking " Fred, this convention has been going on for almost

50 years. There IS something special about this place or people

wouldn' t keep coming back. You' ve got to give it a chance and figure

out what it is.

Next month, more hot weather, prizes, more telescopes and OBSERVING.

- Fred Boyer
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